This guide provides instructions for assembling and installing two accessories for the Cable Cubby 202: the double-space AAP bracket and the Retractor bracket.

**AAP Bracket**

The AAP bracket accommodates two single-space AAPs in the Cable Cubby enclosure. Follow these steps to install your choice of AAPs and the AAP bracket.

1. Secure two single-space AAPs in the AAP bracket.
2. Insert the cables through the bottom of the Cable Cubby and connect cables to the AAPs.
3. Secure the AAP bracket in the enclosure using the provided plate screws.

**Retractor Bracket**

The Retractor bracket accommodates up to three Retractor modules in the Cable Cubby enclosure. Follow the steps below to install the bracket and Retractor modules.

**NOTE:** See the next page for Retractor dimensions.

1. Secure the Retractor bracket on the bottom of the enclosure using the provided bracket screws.
2. Insert Retractor modules into the Retractor bracket.
3. Insert the pin through the Retractor mounting hole on the side of the bracket, and use the clip to secure the pin at the other end.
Retractor Dimensions

When installing Retractor modules in the Cable Cubby, ensure that there is enough space for the Retractor assembly under the table (see the Retractor dimensions below).